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Dynasty

corneliuspools.com

Beat the heat 
this summer!
When things start heating up, you

can start cooling down in a new

CORNELIUS above-ground pool.

Enjoy a refreshing swim day or

night in the privacy and comfort of

your own backyard. Entertain

 family and friends and enjoy all the

best summer has to offer with a

CORNELIUS pool.

Dynasty round -
Khaki Venetian wall
offered in 52 inches

Above-ground pool

corneliuspools.com
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Dynasty

Form Fitting Support Cap

SIZES (FEET)  

Round A-Brace Oval NBS Oval
12� 12� x 18� 12� x 18�
15� 12� x 24� 12� x 24�
18� 16� x 26� 16� x 26
21� 16� x 32� 16� x 32�
24� 18� x 33� 18� x 33��
27� 18� x 38 18� x 38��
30� 18� x 44� 18� x 44�
33�

Dynasty NBS oval - 
Tuscan wall offered in 52 inches

CONSTRUCTED TOUGH YET EASY TO OWN

If you want to beat the heat this summer, there’s no better way to cool the
summer sizzle than in a DYNASTY pool from CORNELIUS.

Designed and built to the highest standards in the industry, the  DYNASTY
is carefully crafted to provide years of problem-free  enjoyment. Three
 components form the solid, integrated structure of the DYNASTY—
the wall, frame and sub frame.

The first component is a heavy gauge steel wall, which is hot-dip  galvanized
and treated with “Weatherizer” paint coating for additional  protection. A
 decorative wall pattern is applied over this surface and is then treated with
our Krystal Kote®sealant to protect it from  weather  elements and pool
 chemicals. Lastly, a convenient wide-mouth skimmer cut-out is incorporated. 

The sturdy DYNASTY khaki-colored pool frame consists of a wide,  
8-inch extruded resin ledge, coupled with a 7-inch extruded  resin post and
topped with a three-piece injection molded resin cap and post collar.

The sub-frame features a strong, extruded resin bottom track with  injection
molded resin lower post collar and bottom connector.

SIMPLE AND EASY INSTALLATION

As many CORNELIUS pool owners have discovered, if you can use a
 screwdriver, you can assemble your own CORNELIUS pool. No multi-sized
washers or nuts are used. We’ve simplified assembly with just one large
screw type for all the round pool elements.

PICK THE SIZE AND SHAPE THAT’S BEST FOR YOU

Whatever size of property you have, there’s a DYNASTY pool to fit your yard
and your budget. Choose from a wide variety of Round,  A-Brace Ovals or
NBS Ovals and beat the heat this summer!

A-Brace Optioncorneliuspools.com

Dynasty round - Khaki Maya wall 
offered in 52 and 54 inches

4/30 pro-rated warranty

STEEL WALL COMPONENTS

1. Plasticized SP coating
2. Molten zinc coat
3. Primer coat
4. Application of an alkaline
solution to cleanse the
oxides

5. Ultra-resistant polymer
6. Heat-hardened inlay
7. Primer coat
8. Chromate anti-rust coat
9. Steel wall core
10. Application of an alkaline

solution to cleanse the
oxides
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